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WARNING

The procedures in this manual and the resulting end prod-
uct are extremely dangerous. Whenever dealing with high
explosives, special precautions should be followed in accor-
dance with industry standards for experimentation and pro-
duction of high explosives. Failure to strictly follow such
industry standards may result in harm to life or limb.
Therefore, the author and publisher disclaim any liability

from any damages or injuries of any type that a reader or
user of information contained within this manual may
encounter from use of said information. Use this manual and
any end product or by-product at your own risk. This manu-
al is for information purposes only.
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PREFACE

This book will be a departure from my previous works
in that I will be working on the assumption that the reader
knows little or nothing about working with explosives.
This should not be construed as meaning that this book is
for the uninitiated. Nothing is further from the truth.
Explosives work is deadly serious business, not to be
entered into lightly or for the sake of idle experimentation.
My main reason for this approach is due to the varied levels
of training I've run across in both civilian and military
work. To put it bluntly, people who should have known
better didn't.
Many years ago, while working on the demo range

with the army engineers, I had an experience which may
prove salutory. After setting up my shot, a 40-pound
shaped charge, I went to the next set to examine the place-
ment of a claymore mine. When I returned, I found that
my NCOs had placed 40 pounds of C-4 under the shaped
charge. When I asked them about it, they said that since
the day was growing short, they needed to get rid of some
surplus explosives.
EOD operators routinely use shaped charges to split the

shells of high explosive bombs without (or at least with lit-
tle chance of) detonating the main filler. I told them that if
we went on with the shot, we would be picking up C-4
everywhere. Since they had the rank and D experienceD on
me, I was overruled.
After cranking off the shot, we waited the required peri-

od and went down to examine the damage. Our CO had
arrived there ahead of us. He was holding a tomblock of C-
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4 in his hand and, to put it mildly; was not happy. We spent
the better part of an hour policing up the place.
This episode taught me not to take anyone's experience for

granted. It also taught me not to leave my shots unattended.
The main point, however, is that a book is not the best way

to learn how to handle explosives. You wouldn't try to drive
a car for the first time just because you had read the Driver's
Ed handbook, would you? Perhaps in the near future it may
be necessary for freedom fighters to learn from a book
because of lack of anything else, but to do so when it is not
absolutely necessary is foolhardy in the extreme. Use this
book for familiarization and food for thought, unless you
have the training, experience, and skills.
In an uncertain future, when firearms are outlawed or

restricted to the "elite" (who rarely have problems with
permits), homemade explosives may be one ofthe only
methods of fighting back a people may have. Individual
freedom seems to have taken some hard knocks lately by
politicians whose only solution to problems is to pass more
laws restricting the freedom of all because of the misdeeds
ofafew.
A good case in point is the"cop killer" bullet furor of

a few years ago. Spurred on by a publicity-seeking con-
gressman and a sensation-hungry media, the American
public was led to believe that criminals were just waiting
to acquire these bullets to gun down our police officers--
no matter that the bullet in question had been on the
market for almost 20 years and no officer had ever been
shot with one. No matter that they had consistently been
sold only to police departments (individual policemen
couldn't even order them). No matter that the only way
any of them had reached private hands was when some
departments sold off their lots of old ammunition (a
common practice). They were a grave threat to our very
way of life.
The result? Another law infringing on individual free-

dom as well as an increase in police officer fatalities once
the word got around that many officers wear body armor
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(more of them were getting shot in the head). The only
bright spot to the story is that the legislator in question was
indicted and convicted on charges of extortion and obstruc-
tion of justice and served several years in a state institution
(once again proving the existence of God).
The best way to avoid this book being needed by a

future force is to take political action now. Let your legisla-
tors know how you feel about their actions. Constantly. Be a
pain in the ass. Who cares if they find it annoying? They
work for us, not the otherway around. And if they continue
passing laws to restrict individual freedoms, vote their self-
serving asses into the unemployment line. And make sure
the next guy or gal knows the reason they're gone. We still
have this option, so use it. Or lose it.
I don't know of any present book that covers this aspect

of explosives work from A to Z as I intend to. There is one
book out there that purports to, but it is so full of holes and
downright errors that it gives me the willies every time I
see it. Yes, I do own a copy. 1bought it back in the old days
when any book on the subject was rare. Fortunately, I
already had my military training and a couple years of
civilian work under my belt. Most people don't. This is seri-
ous business, and the penalties for mistakes are also seri-
ous. You have been warned.
In my first books, I feel that I neglected a very important

point in explosives work-SAFETY. You must be constantly
aware of the potential dangers of the materials you will be
making/ using. Never become complacent or sloppy when
handling explosives. While familiarity may not breed con-
tempt, in this case it maybreed carelessness. Never overlook
the fact that you are dealing with materials which demand
your respect. Forget that and you court disaster.
I have scars to remind me how painful complacency can

be, as well as a 40-percent hearing loss and practically no
sense of smell. I was lucky. Kurt Saxon, Professor Emeritus
of Improvised Weaponry, lost all of the fingers on his left
hand and was blind for several months. Countless others
have been killed ormaimed. Always use the proper safety
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equipment and handling techniques. Be careful!Wewill be
talking about safety again.
This warning, of course, does not apply if you are one of

the last remaining adherents to Communism. By your
embracingMarxist doctrine, you have proven yourself
much more intelligent and sophisticated than a simple
country boy like myself. You are fully capable of operating
without regards to anyone's rules. Invite all of your friends
over to watch while you build your weapons of justice
against the capitalist oppressor. The smoking lamp is lit,
and drinking I drug usc is encouraged.

INTRODUCTION

INFERNAL MACHINES-Contriv-
ances made to resemble ordinary harmless
objects, but charged with some dangerous
explosive. An innocent looking box or sim-
ilar receptacle is partly filled with dyna-
mite or other explosive, the rest of the
space being occupied by some mechanical
arrangement, mostly clockwork, which
moves inaudibly, and is generally con-
trived that, when it has run down at the
end of a predetermined number of hours
or days, it shall cause the explosive sub-
stance to explode.

Dick's Encyclopedia, 1891

The·infernal machine," or time bomb, is, as I define it, a
portable improvised explosive device that utilizes a time-
delay mechanism and is usually in a disguised form. Most
delay demolition devices used by today's armies do not
really fall under this definition and, except for mention in a
historical context, will be omitted. Also omitted are the use-
ful, but in this case totally unsuitable, devices such as dried
seed timers, tipping delays, water drip delays, etc. They are
not usually portable within a concealed package and so
also do not apply.
The criteria I have chosen for selection are as follows:
1. Portable.
2. Short set-up (activation) time.
3. Reasonably safe to transport and handle.

1
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The six basic types of delaymechanisms are:
1. Pyrotechnical-Slow burning fuse and blasting cap

devices.
2. Mechanical/Straight-Straight clockwork types com-

mon in the earliest time bombs and lead break switches.
3. Mechanical / Electrical-The clockwork delay with

electrical connection, as has become common with under-
ground and terrorist groups, the collapsing circuit, and the
modified lead break (electrical) switch.
4. Chemical/Straight-These are the delays that use an

acid or other corrosive material to penetrate a barrier and
contact a reactive material to produce a flame or explosion
for initiation.
5. Chemical/ Mechanical-This type uses an acid or

other corrosive fluid to eat away a wire restraining a cocked
striker or firing pin. This method is commonly used in mili-
tary U time pencils."

6. Electronic-Using a combination of electronic compo-
nents such as resistors, capacitors, or microchips to achieve
the delay. This includes modified commercial timers and
clocks as well as straight electronic circuits.
What type of timer an operative uses depends on how

accurate he needs the detonation to be. For example, if he
wants to-the-minute accuracy, the countdown timer or dig-
ital alarm is best. If he needs it close, but within a few min-
utes is okay, the alarm clock delay is fine. If he wants it to
explode some time after he is gone, then the collapsing cir-
cuit canbe utilized.
The prime reason that such a wide array of devices is

listed is simple-availability. lt's always nice to be able to
use a snappy digital timer, but circumstances may be such
that all the bomber has to workwith is a battered but func-
tional old alarm clock. Or a couple of pinball machine
relays. Or some gelatin capsules and sulfuric acid drain
cleaner. Whatever. He needs to know how to use what he
has on hand to make up a functional and reliable timer:
Another reason for using a variety of techniques is deni-

ability-to avoid leaving a detectable pattern. A good
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forensic bomb analyst can often determine the identity of a
bomber (at least to the extent of recognizing previous work)
by the type of timer he favors, how the explosive charge is
assembled, etc. Abu Ibrahim's (leader and chief bomb
maker of the Palestinian May 15 Group) bombs are so dis-
tinctive that FBI experts can tell his work at a glance. He
uses the same type of timing circuit, the same brand of bat-
teries, even the same type of packaging (he prefers certain
brands ofluggage). The only saving grace (from a deniabili-
ty standpoint) is that they are very well packaged (see
Federal Bomb Intelligence, pages 6 and 7).
The Swiss police, upon receiving a tip from an informer,

searched a hotel room which was reported to contain one of
Ibrahim's devices. Even though trained dogs were used,
they found nothing and indeed felt they had been lied to. It
was only after they were told specifically where the bomb
was and how it was packaged that they were able to find it.
Destruction of the carrying parcel was required, something
which is rarely done unless very strong suspicion is
aroused. This kind of makes the identification aspect irrele-
vant, at least in his case. All he cares about is whether or not
it detonates, since his ass is usually safe from prosecution in
someMiddle East hole. Other bombers may not even have
the luxury of being out oftown when their bombs are used.
It is surprising what a good forensic scientist can tell

from bomb fragments. The Pan Am 103 bombing, which
had long been attributed to the PFLP-GC (popular Front for
the Liberation of Palestine-General Command), was
recently revealed to be the work of Libyan intelligence (a
contradiction in terms if there ever was one). The vital clue
was a tiny piece of microchip, less than a quarter-inch
square, which was traced to the manufacturer. Sometimes it
doesn't take much if the clue in question is unique.
Dean Hicks, the individual who used a pipe-bomb mor-

tar to assault the IRS's Fresno, California, headquarters,
was apprehended in this manner. The sophisticated timer
IISl'U 10 activate the mortar contained a heat sink that had
been specially built for his employer, Ford Aerospace. Only



The origins of the infernalmachine have been lost in his-
tory. One of the earliest references I could find was its use in
Belgium in 1585. Four massive mines were floated down
the ScheIdt River to destroy an opponent's bridge. Each of
the mines was built on an 80-ton barge and contained 7,000
pounds of gunpowder encased in masonry and heavy
stones. Both a match rope (fuse cord) and clockwork delay
fuzes were fitted to these monsters. One of the mines found
its target, blowing a 200-foot gap in the bridge. All explod-
ed, causing extensive damage in the vicinity.
Many people have heard of Mary, Queen of Scots, and

how she was put to death in the Tower of London. What
most people are unaware of is why she was executed-for
ordering the assassination by explosives of her husband,
Lord DarnIey.
The English still celebrate "Guy Fawkes Day" each

year to commemorate an attempted assassination by
explosives, known as the "Gunpowder Plot." The afore-
mentioned Mr. Fawkes and his co-conspirator, Roger
Catesby, planned to blow up the English Houses of
Parliament on November 5,1605, when King James I was
10 be present. Spurred on by the hostile attitude of the
government against Roman Catholicism, the plotters
sl'creted many large barrels of gunpowder, tightly
wrapped in chains, in the basement of the Parliament
building. The plot was uncovered when one of the con-
spirators warned a friend not to attend on that day, and he
all·rted the authorities. This led to the arrest and execution
l.f most of the group. A ritual search of the vaults beneath
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100 were made, and all but 14were accounted for. The
number of people with access to the part was also limited.
Good investigative technique on the part of the FBI nar-
rowed the field down to one person who had both access to
the part and a severe case of the ass at the IRS-Dean Hicks.
He confessed to the bombing-as well as to two others the
FBI was unaware that he was involved in-after his arrest
and interrogation. In both cases, the timers used were
extremely sophisticated but utilized commonly available
parts. Until he confessed, the FBI had no real leads. He is
currently a guest of the federal authorities.
Richard Johnson was an electronics engineer who

worked full time for the Northrop aircraft corporation. In
his spare time, he was chief of R&D for the Irish Republican
Army Bomb Command South. The IRA only has about a
dozen true bomb technicians who design and build the
actual devices for delivery by the ASUs (Active Service
Units, the standard IRA cell of four people). The FBI credits
Johnson with bringing the IRA into the twentieth century.
During his 12-year association with the group, he replaced
their old collapsing circuit timers with cheap and increas-
ingly sophisticated electronics.
A small microchip was recovered from the scene of sev-

eral bombings in Northern Ireland. The markings on this
chip were traced back to its manufacturer, who reported
that he had only sold a small lot to an electronics parts
retailer in Massachusetts. A check at the store revealed that
the chip had been specially ordered for one of their regular
customers--Richard Johnson. This was the first step of a
long and tedious investigation which culminated in
Johnson's arrest and conviction.

CHAPTER

1 A BIT OF
HISTORY
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the Houses of Parliament is now conducted before the
opening of each new session (sorry, all you IRA types).

EARLYAMERICAN EFFORTS

On the American front, the infernal machine was not
employed until the War of Independence. Many may know
the story of the "Turtle," an early man-powered submarine
developed in 1776by David Bushnell of Connecticut. While
an undergraduate at Yale, Bushnell worked on the problem
of exploding gunpowder under water. He finally perfected
a device using the flintlock firing mechanism from a mus-
ket and a clockwork that would detonate the gunpowder
after a predetermined period of time. When the Turtle
made its historic allack on the British 64-gun warship Eagle
in New York harbor, it carried a mine containing 150
pounds of gunpowder and a 3D-minute delay mechanism.
Though the mission was a failure due to the copper sheet-
ing on the Eagle's hull that prevented the novice sub-
mariner from screwing Ihe mine into place, itmarked the
first use of a submarine to attack a surface vessel and pre-
saged modem submarine warfare.
Among the earliest organized users of infernal machines

were the saboteurs of the Confederate Secret Service (CSS).
Organized in August 1863 by Confederate Captain Thomas
Courtney, the unit was a small band of hand-picked officers
assembled under special orders to "be employed in doing
injury to the enemy." This they did in spades. One of their
biggest coups was the destruction of the Union Army sup-
ply base at City Point, VIrginia, on August 9, 1864, in what
was one of the biggest single explosions of the war.
Originally thought to be an unfortunate accident caused

by careless handling of artillery shells by stevedores, the
true cause of the explosion was not revealed until after the
war-sabotage by CSS agent Captain John Maxwell.
Maxwell designed and built a small clockwork"torpedo,"
disguised as a candle box, that contained 12 pounds of
blasting powder. Through subterfuge, he had the bomb
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loaded on one of the ammunition barges as property of the
ship's captain. The sentry on duty was told to put it below
in a ..safe place" until the captain returned. When the bomb
went off, the damage was horrendous-58 killed, 126
wounded, and more than $4 million worth of damage.
General Grant's nearby headquarters were practically flat-
lened. Though the general was present, he was uninjured.
Aseparate unit under the command of Col. RobertMartin

was given the task of burningNewYork City in retaliation for
Sherman's burning of Atlanta. A dozen agents infiltrated the
('i Iy in the weeks before ThanksgivingDay 1864 and set about
fl'connoitering their targets. The agents were equipped with
another innovative weapon of the CSS--"GreekFire." Believed
to be a mixture of white phosphorous and turpentine, this
volatile brewwas carried in small4-0unce bottles that were to
he thrown against wooden or other flammable targets. Short
exposure to the air caused the mixture to ignite spontaneously.
Though a number of structures were fired, most notably P.T.
Ilamum's famous museum, the plot was a failure.
Another favored weapon of the CSS was the "coal torpe-

do," a small iron casting filled with explosive that closely
resembled a lump of coal. Since coal-fired steam boilers
were the primary suppliers of motor power during this
time period, the uses to which such a device could be put
iI re obvious. One was reportedly used in an assassination
attempt on Union General Benjamin Butler and two other
high-ranking officers while onboard his luxurious steamer,
(;"'Yhound. On August 27, 1864, while on a short trip down
Ihe James River, the Greyhound's boiler exploded, sending
the ship to the bottom. While there were no human casual-
Iies, the general lost his prize horses in the incident.
No coal torpedoes are known to have survived the war,

silKe the Yankees made it clear that "severe punishment" (a
lerm which really meant something in those days) awaited
..nyone caught with such a device in his possession.
I langing or long imprisonment in the Dry Tortugas off the
Florida coast was the usual fate of captured CSS officers,
but lu ckily, most of the operational records of the various
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Clockwork "Torpedo," circa 1876 (from Patent #173,017)

that was quite advanced for its time. They also set up a ·paint
shop" in Birminghamwhich turned out close to 500 pounds of
nitroglycerine before the operators were captured. This nitro
was to have been soaked into sawdust as a homemade ·lig-
ninc" dynamite (a common commercial dynamite). Clan Na
Cael smuggled in commercial Atlas lignine dynamite from the
United States and France, along with some ingenious mechani-
cal detonators they hadmanufactured for their use.

o

Ninetunth Century Clockwork InfernalMachine (circa 1863)
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The historical roots of the present IRA bombing cam-
paign began on January 14, 1881, when a bomb was placed
in a ventilating grid at Salford Barracks, Manchester. This
was the first strike in a wave of bombings that were to ter-
rorize England for the next four years. Two groups were
operating semi-independently at the time-Clan Na Gael's
·Revolutionary Directory" unit, led byWilliam Mackey
Lomasney (killed in 1884 during the attempted bombing of
London Bridge) and O'Donovan Rossa's "Skirmishers."

Of the two groups, the Skirmishers were the more technical-
ly ac.ept at improvisation (at least after a year or so of practice).
They designed andmanufactured an early chemical-delay fuze

units were destroyed in the bombardment of Richmond at
the end of the war.
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